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galaxies in the first billion years

gdi

science collaborators & science team members

Rychard Bouwens, Pascal Oesch, Pieter van Dokkum, Ivo Labbé, 
Marijn Franx, Mauro Stefanon, Renske Smit, Dan Magee, Holland Ford
& the HUDF09/XDF/HLF, 3D-HST and ACS GTO science teams 

Hubble
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rate of cosmic star formation
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exploring the first billion years

gdi



Cosmic Dawn Morning – the time of rapid buildup of galaxies
during the first 

billion years 

significant quantities of heavier elements 
were produced in stars and ejected

rapid growth of the dark matter 
halos within which galaxies form 

gdi

we know that galaxies built up extremely rapidly 
from 500 million years to 1 billion years

HST and Spitzer have let us explore galaxies in this fascinaBng period

the universe was reionized (Planck 2018)
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1990

gdi



Riccardo Giacconi

1931-2018

X-Ray astronomy pioneer
Nobel Prize 2002 

Hubble Space Telescope;  European VLT;  ALMA

“ruthless intellectual honesty”



2002

Hubble 
Advanced Camera

(visible)
gdi

2003

Spitzer 
(mid-infrared)



gdi

2009

Hubble
Wide Field Camera 3 

(infrared)



look back (me increases with each new camera

reioniza(on epoch

WFPC2

ACS  

WFC3

gdi

first stars

first galaxies

Time after the Big Bang



XDF   eXtreme Deep Field

gdi2012



deepest ever Hubble image

xdf.ucolick.org

2963 HST images over 10 years on the HUDF

from 800 orbits of Hubble 

for a 23 day total exposure on the HUDF!

gdiGDI+2013

XDF   eXtreme Deep Field



Hubble 
and 

Spitzer 
survey 

fields for 
high-

redshi9 
galaxies 

HUDF/XDF

Frontier Fields

GOODS and CANDELS fields

gdi
figure credit:  Harry Ferguson and the CANDELS team 



photometric redshi-s

enable large, sta,s,cally-robust samples 

LBGs have a dis,nctly different shape for their 
spectral energy distribu,on (SED)

☞ reliable photometric redshiB selec,on

Finkelstein 2016

Lyman break galaxies – LBGs (“dropouts”) 

gdi



18

ACS+WFC3/IR: efficient detection of galaxies to z~10+

F435W F606W F775W F814W F850LP F105W F125W F140W F160W

op0cal ACS

near-IR WFC3/IR
xdf.ucolick.org/ gdi



z~6-7 galaxies (~13 billion years ago)

gdiHUDF



gdi

a sample of bright galaxies at z~6   
about 900 million years a9er the Big Bang 

have been represented in blue to be1er 
convey what they really look like

1.8” (~10 kpc)

~size of the Hubble 
point spread function



galaxies at ~1 Gyr
(z~6) are small

~same scale 

gdi
UGC-12158 – similar to the Milky Way

a typical z~6 galaxy



very large samples of galaxies in the 
first 2 billion years from Hubble 

gdi

Bouwens GDI Oesch+15

Salmon+2017
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(2019 in prep) 



buildup of mass in the universe in stars

+

Oesch+2014 gdi
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what constraints do we have on the first galaxies?

searching for the earliest galaxies

gdigdi



model spectra

Hubble Spitzer gdi



model spectra

Hubble Spitzer

z~10 - 500 Myr

gdi



model spectra

Hubble Spitzer

GN-z11

gdi



8 Oesch et al.

TABLE 2
Summary of Measurements for GN-z11

R.A. 12 : 36 : 25.46
Dec. +62 : 14 : 31.4
Redshift zgrism 11.09+0.08

�0.12
a

UV Luminosity MUV �22.1± 0.2
Half � Light Radiusb 0.6± 0.3 kpc
logMgal/M� c 9.0± 0.4
log age/yr c 7.6± 0.4
SFR 24± 10 M� yr�1

AUV < 0.2 mag
UV slope � (f� / �

�) �2.5± 0.2d

a Age of the Universe at z = 11.09 using our cosmol-
ogy: 402 Myr
b From Holwerda et al. (2015)
c Uncertainties are likely underestimated, since our
photometry only partially covers the rest-frame opti-
cal for GN-z11
d See also Wilkins et al. (2016)

to estimate how many such galaxies we could have ex-
pected based on (1) the currently best estimates of the
UV LF at z > 8 and (2) based on theoretical models and
simulations.
Our target was found in a search of the GOODS fields,

which amount to ⇠ 160 arcmin2. However, in a sub-
sequent search of the three remaining CANDELS fields
no similar sources were found with likely redshifts at
z & 10 (Bouwens et al. 2015a). We therefore use the
full 750 arcmin2 of the CANDELS fields with match-
ing WFC3/IR and ACS imaging for a volume estimate,
which amounts to 1.2⇥106 Mpc3 (assuming �z = 1).
Using the simple trends in the Schechter parameters of

the UV LFs measured UV at lower redshift (z ⇠ 4 � 8)
and extrapolating these to z = 11, we can get an empir-
ical estimate of the number density of very bright galax-
ies at z ⇠ 11. This amounts to 0.06 (Bouwens et al.
2015b) or 0.002 (Finkelstein et al. 2015) expected galax-
ies brighter thanMUV = �22.1 in our survey correspond-
ing to less than 0.3 per surveyed square degree. Simi-
larly, recent empirical models (Mashian et al. 2016; Ma-
son et al. 2015; Trac et al. 2015) predict only 0.002�0.03
galaxies as bright as GN-z11 in our survey or 0.01�0.2
per deg2. All the assumed LF parameters together with
the resulting estimates of the number of expected bright
galaxies Nexp are listed in Table 3.
The above estimates illustrate that our discovery of

the unexpectedly luminous galaxy GN-z11 may challenge
our current understanding of galaxy build-up at z > 8.
A possible solution is that the UV LF does not follow
a Schechter function form at the very bright end as has
been suggested by some authors at z ⇠ 7 (Bowler et al.
2014), motivated by ine�cient feedback in the very early
universe. However, current evidence for this is still weak
(see discussion in Bouwens et al. 2015b). Larger area
studies will be required in the future (such as the planned
WFIRST High Latitude Survey; Spergel et al. 2015) sur-
veying several square degrees to determine the bright end
of the UV LF to resolve this puzzle.

5. SUMMARY

In this paper we present HST slitless grism spectra
for a uniquely bright z > 10 galaxy candidate, which
we previously identified in the GOODS-North field, GN-
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Fig. 7.— The redshift and UV luminosities of known high-
redshift galaxies from blank field surveys. Dark filled squares corre-
spond to spectroscopically confirmed sources, while small gray dots
are photometric redshifts (Bouwens et al. 2015b). GN-z11 clearly
stands out as one of the most luminous currently known galaxies at
all redshifts z > 6 and is by far the most distant measured galaxy
with spectroscopy (black squares; see Oesch et al. 2015b, for a full
list of references). Wider area surveys with future near-infrared
telescopes (such as WFIRST) will be required to determine how
common such luminous sources really are at z > 10.

TABLE 3
Assumed LFs for z ⇠ 10� 11 Number Density Estimates

Reference � ⇤ /10�5
M⇤ ↵ Nexp

[Mpc�3] [mag] (< �22.1)

Bouwens et al. (2015b) 1.65 -20.97 -2.38 0.06
Finkelstein et al. (2015) 0.96 -20.55 -2.90 0.002
Mashian et al. (2016) 0.25 -21.20 -2.20 0.03
Mason et al. (2015) 0.30 -21.05 -2.61 0.01
Trac et al. (2015) 5.00 -20.18 -2.22 0.002

Note. — The parameters �⇤, M⇤, and ↵ represent the three
parameters of the Schechter UV LF taken from the di↵erent papers.

z11. Our 2D data show clear flux longward of ⇠ 1.47 µm
exactly along the trace of the target galaxy and zero
flux at shorter wavelengths, thanks to our comprehensive
and accurate treatment of contamination by neighboring
galaxies. The interpretation that we indeed detect the
continuum flux from GN-z11 is supported by the mor-
phology of the spectrum, the fact that the counts fall o↵
exactly where the sensitivity of the G141 grism drops, as
well as the consistency of the observed counts with the
H-band magnitude of GN-z11 (see e.g. Fig 3).
The grism spectrum, combined with the photometric

constraints, allows us to exclude plausible low-redshift
SEDs for GN-z11 at high confidence. In particular, we
can invalidate a low redshift SED of an extreme line emit-
ter galaxy at z ⇠ 2 (see section 3 and Fig 4). Instead,
the grism spectrum is completely consistent with a very
high-redshift solution at zgrism = 11.09+0.08

�0.12 (see Figures
3 and 5). This indicates that this galaxy lies at only
⇠ 400 Myr after the Big Bang, extending the previous
redshift record by ⇠ 150 Myr.
GN-z11 is not only the most distant spectroscopically

measured source, but is likely even more distant than
all other high-redshift candidates with photometric red-
shifts, including MACS0647-JD at zphot = 10.7+0.6

�0.4 (Coe

the most distant galaxy found to date 
surprising discovery of GN-z11

Oesch+2016 detec<on of GN-z11 in exis2ng data is unexpected, given current models
gdi
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Does GN-z11 tell us something fundamentally
new about early galaxy formation?

10 – 50x

very few spectroscopic redshifts at z>7

Go JWST!
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GN-z11
simula'ons show that galaxies as massive as GNz-11 

at z~11 are rare but not unexpected per se

Mutch+2016Waters+2016BlueTides

mass 109 M⨀ SFR 24 M⨀/yr
" -2.5     AUV <0.2 mag       age 40 Myr

DRAGONS

gdi



GN-z11

the derived physical proper0es of GN-z11 
are consistent with expecta0ons from 

large-volume simula0ons

simulations show that galaxies as massive as GNz-11 
at z~11 are rare but not unexpected per se

Mutch+2016Waters+2016

but it is unexpected to find GN-z11 
in such small search 

volumes/areas (by factor 10-100)?
BlueTides

mass 109 M⨀ SFR 24 M⨀/yr
" -2.5     AUV <0.2 mag       age 40 Myr

DRAGONS

gdi



GN-z11
the most distant galaxy 

GN-z11 is not a “first galaxy”

gdi

the “first galaxies” occurred earlier than 400 million years

but probably not by much – maybe 100-200 million years? 



what constraints can Hubble and Spitzer 
put on the “first galaxies”

what do the highest redshi: galaxies
at z~10 (480 Myr) tell us

gdi



z~10 (500 Myr) galaxies are hard to find!

Oesch+2017 gdi
see also: Zheng+2012; Coe+2013; Bouwens+2013,15,16; Ellis+2013; McLure+2013; Ishigaki+2014,17; Infante+2015; Bernard+2016; Calvi+2016; McLeod+2016

8 years of WFC3/IR imaging 

searched every WFC3/IR 
dataset but we find only 9 

galaxies at ~500 Myr

bright faint

luminosity funcXons



model comparisons – the luminosity func4on at z~10

Oesch+2017

considerable spread 
shape matches (broadly) to models –

but models are consistently high gdi



the case of the missing z~10 galaxies 

the situation at z~10 is unexpected 

the numbers of objects  is smaller than predicted by 
models – the offsets are quite systematic

Oesch+2017 gdi

number of z~10 galaxies from 
“observed luminosity funcCon”



the star forma+on rate density to z~8 (650 Myr)

Oesch+2013,2014,2017 gdi
see also: Zheng+2012; Coe+2013; Bouwens+2013,15,16; Ellis+2013; McLure+2013; Ishigaki+2014,17; Infante+2015; Bernard+2016; Calvi+2016; McLeod+2016



“accelerated evolution” – the star formation rate density at z~9-10

Oesch+2013,2014,2017 gdi
see also: Zheng+2012; Coe+2013; Bouwens+2013,15,16; Ellis+2013; McLure+2013; Ishigaki+2014,17; Infante+2015; Bernard+2016; Calvi+2016; McLeod+2016

clearly a trend to lower SFRD at z>8 

“accelerated evoluQon”



“accelerated evolution” – the star formation rate density at z~9-10

clearly a trend to lower SFRD at z>8 

“accelerated evolution” is actually 

consistent with the expected buildup* 

of dark matter halos over that time  

Oesch+2013,2014,2017

*dark matter halo growth (>~1010 M⨀) from 

HMFcalc – Murray+2013 

gdi
see also: Zheng+2012; Coe+2013; Bouwens+2013,15,16; Ellis+2013; McLure+2013; Ishigaki+2014,17; Infante+2015; Bernard+2016; Calvi+2016; McLeod+2016



“accelerated evolu-on” – the star forma-on rate density at z~9-10

clearly a trend to lower SFRD at z>8 

“accelerated evolu7on” is actually 
consistent with the expected buildup* 

of dark maCer halos over that 7me  

Oesch+2013,2014,2017 gdi
see also: Zheng+2012; Coe+2013; Bouwens+2013,15,16; Ellis+2013; McLure+2013; Ishigaki+2014,17; Infante+2015; Bernard+2016; Calvi+2016; McLeod+2016

Note: this result also indicates that there 
is no evolution in Star Formation Efficiency 

(SFE) with cosmic time



model comparisons – the star forma2on rate density at z>6

note that there is a large 
range of shapes/slopes!

Oesch+2017

gdi

~30X

Go JWST!

180 Myr



way fewer galaxies than expected at redshift 10! 

there are far fewer galaxies than we 
(naively) expected at early 6mes

gdi

galaxies are evolving rapidly 
earlier than 650 million years
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way fewer galaxies than expected at redshi3 10! 

there are far fewer galaxies than we 
(naively) expected at early 6mes

gdi

galaxies are evolving rapidly 
earlier than 650 million years
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“accelerated evolu;on”  is a 
very important result in the 

search for the “first galaxies”  



when did the “first stars” appear?

gdigdi



Murchison Radio-
Astronomy 

Observatory (MRO)
gdi



detec%on of when first stars 
“turned on” 

gdigdi

EDGES low-1 antenna

Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory (MRO) in Western Australia 

MRO

MRO EDGES low-2 antenna

Recent RESULT

published March 2018
Nature

Bowman, Rogers, 
Monsalve, Mozdzen

& Mahesh

EDGES:
Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of Reioniza%on Signature



the “first stars”

gdigdi

EDGES:  first stars become prominent at redshift z~20 (~180 million years) 

first stars 
turn on

180 million yearscosmic 
microwave  
background

Bowman+2018

when the “first stars” started 
to produce UV L! photons



the “first stars”

gdigdi

first stars 
turn onis this result correct?

confirma1on?

implica1ons: 
(dark ma7er interac1ons)?

180 million yearscosmic 
microwave  
background

Bowman+2018

?what 
theorists 
expected

EDGES:  first stars become prominent at redshift z~20 (~180 million years) 

when the “first stars” started 
to produce UV L! photons



☛ what comes next in our search for the 
“first galaxies”?     ☚

gdigdi



gdi

James Webb Space Telescope



full-size JWST model at “South by Southwest”

people

gdi



1989

1991
1991

NGST started at STScI in the mid-
late 1980s by Pierre Bely, Peter 
Stockman and Garth Illingworth

gdi

Riccardo Giacconi told us 
that it would take a long 
Cme – “start early”



Riccardo Giacconi told us 
that it would take a long 
4me – “start early”

1989

1991
1991

NGST started at STScI in the mid-
late 1980s by Pierre Bely, Peter 
Stockman and Garth Illingworth

30+ years from NGST mission concept to JWST launch!

1990 Decadal Survey: UV-Op6cal in Space Panel recommended: 

• 6-m passively-cooled infrared telescope 

• derived a cost of $2B in FY90$ (~$4B in 2018$) 

• for launch in 2009 to a high orbit gdi



gdigdi



gdi



gdigdi

current launch date: late 2020

recent issues shi1ed launch date out by ~2 years



can JWST find the first galaxies?

will they be so rare that they will be hard to find?

will they occur at such high redshifts that they will 
be hard for JWST to see?

gdi



measuring the fluctuations in the 3oK 
microwave background across the whole sky 

three amazing missions

Planck all-sky map of the 
microwave 3oK background

200920011989 gdi



reionization epoch – Planck 2016/2018 results

reionization simulation: Alvarez et al. 2009 gdi

remarkable mission



Planck 2016/2018 constraints on the reioniza-on history 

Plank Collabora2on XLVII + 2016
Plank Results VI Cosmological Parameters + 2018
Plank Results I Overview and Legacy + 2018

…Thomson optical depth:  τ = 0.054 ± 0.007

…mid-point redshift at which reionization occurs is found to lie at z = 7.7 ± 0.7 

…upper limit to the width of the reionization period of ∆z < 2.8.

…the Universe is ionized at much less than the 10% level at redshifts above z ≃ 10… 
(<1% above z ≃15)

…an early onset of reionization is strongly disfavored by Planck data gdi



reionization constraints from Planck 2018

gdi

GN-z11 @ 400 Myr
Planck Collabora6on VI+2018

free electron frac6on

free 

electron 

fractionessentially all 

reionization takes place 

between z~10 and z~6

Plank Collaboration Results I + 2018

….Planck data prefer a late and fast transition from a 

neutral to an ionized universe…. 

….non-standard early galaxies or significantly evolving 

escape and clumping factors are no longer required

….nor do the Planck results require any emission 

from high-redshift (z = 10–15) galaxies

GN-z11 is a pathfinder into the 

epoch of the earliest galaxies 



reioniza(on constraints from Planck 2018

gdi

GN-z11 @ 400 Myr

free electron fraction essentially all 
reionization takes place 
between z~10 and z~6

Plank Collaboration Results I + 2018

….Planck data prefer a late and fast transiHon from a 
neutral to an ionized universe…. 

….non-standard early galaxies or significantly evolving 
escape and clumping factors are no longer required

….nor do the Planck results require any emission 
from high-redshiP (z = 10–15) galaxies

GN-z11 is a pathfinder into the 
epoch of the earliest galaxies 

for the first Hme we now know when 
galaxies started to reionize the universe

this is a crucial piece of informaHon for how far back we might 
have to look to find “first galaxies” gdi

Planck Collaboration VI+2018

free 
electron 
fraction



GN-z11
the most distant galaxy 

while GN-z11 is not a “first galaxy”, 
but GN-z11 is a pathfinder

gdi

the new 2018 Planck results show that reionizaDon 
occurs almost enDrely at z<10

GN-z11 thus provides a window into cosmic 
sunrise, before reionizaDon occurs — an epoch we 

thought was inaccessible without JWST!



striking consistency with 
Hubble results indica5ng that 
galaxies were responsible for 

reioniza5on 
figure from Plank Collabora5on XLVII + 2016

Bouwens+2015
Robertson+2015
Ishigaki+2015

95%

Planck 2016  τ
68%

evolu5on of the Planck integrated 
op5cal depth 

Planck compared 
to galaxy results 

Planck 2018 τ

reioniza5on history compared with observa5onal astrophysical  constraints 

gdi
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large 10X drop from expected at z~11      +       galaxy turn-on at z~10

☛ suggest major changes in galaxy popula?on at z~10-12-15 ☚
great for JWST’s “first light” goal since galaxies are evolving rapidly at z~10-12-15

and JWST will be able to detect galaxies out to z~15

☞ JWST should reveal much about “Cosmic Sunrise”!  ☜

Hubble

gdi

Planck

can JWST see the 
“first galaxies”?

Planck

accelerated evolution 



JWST

gdi

our cosmic 
sunrise !lescope
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firstgalaxies.org figure credit: Adolf Schaller 
gdi

http://www.firstgalaxies.org/
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